Friday - Council Ring / Amphitheater 9:00p.m.
Native American Pipe Ceremony - Steve Parenteau
As a Pipe Carrier, I escort them to each ceremony and prepare them for their time spent in prayer with all who want
to hear the tales of how two tribes became gifted with the Sacred Pipe. All necessary preparations for the pipes will
be done long before the pipes even arrive at the location. This is a time of sacred prayer and enlightenment. Each
person will experience it differently and no way is wrong. Come share the time and help bring blessings on this
year’s festival.
Saturday Tent B 1:30p.m. – 3:30p.m. Triangles of Self Obsession – Steve Parenteau
Taken from the Narcotics Anonymous pamphlet of the same title, we will be discussing the methods we all use to
cope with anger, resentments and fear. Working with the opposites of those which are love, acceptance and faith, we
can all walk a better path and have a more fulfilling recovery.
Saturday- Council Ring / Amphitheater 7:30a.m. The Morning Meditation – Carol Greenwood and Mark Jones
Beginners Instruction followed by half-hour guided Meditation. All are welcome to attend.
Saturday Tent B 11:30a.m. – 1:00p.m. Carol Greenwood and Mark Jones
Ghosts in the Bedroom
This workshop is for survivors of incest/abuse and their partners and designed to aid the recovery of Survivors and
partners. For the safety of all, no perpetrators please. The intention of the workshop is to identify issues from our
past that covertly affect our lives and relationships today so that we may take steps to minimize their effect on us
today. The definition of incest is determined by the recipient, it may include any abuse; physical, mental, verbal, or
emotional, by any person in authority or guardianship over another. My partner and I are Survivors and have come a
long way through the process in DIA and other forms of recovery. Although we are not all better, yet we believe we
have hope and healing to offer others. This could become very intense. We ask that if you do not intend to bring
your partner that you at least bring a friend who will be there for you and support you through the possible reactions.
We will try to have other support people available as well. We will be available for follow-up at our campsite for the
remainder of the weekend and by phone after. Please feel free to seek us out.
Sunday Council Ring / Amphitheater 7:30a.m. The Morning Meditation – Carol Greenwood and Mark Jones
Beginners Instruction followed by half-hour guided Meditation. All are welcome to attend.
Sunday Tent A – 2:30p.m. – 4:00p.m. Many Lives, Many Masters – Mark Jones
Going beyond the book by Brian L. Weiss, M.D. to understand how it can help in recovery. How past life can
impact behavior/thought processes today. I will discuss my journey to try to understand the singularity of it all, the
eternal truth. Connecting the dots of Science, Philosophy, Spirituality and Religion from a program/spiritual point
of view. This workshop will help you get in touch with the eternal in all of us in an open discussion format that we
may all learn from. Followed by a simple past life regression, that can be practiced gaining insight on what we
brought with us into this life.
Sunday Tent A 10:30a.m. – 12:00p.m. Freedom From the Number One Offender – Scott J. Ellison
Resentment is the number one offender, and it’s time to let go of that pain. Learn the turnaround concept to see resentment
from a new angle and be free of hurt. This workshop will include meditation to pinpoint a strong hold of resentment, writing
to see my part in the resentment, and sharing to feel the freedom the truth brings. Please bring an open mind, a pen and paper
if possible (supplies will be available) and a spirit of acceptance.
Sunday Council Ring / Amphitheater 9:00a.m. – 10:30a.m. Conversations with God – Benjamin Blackett
Do you feel you are searching for your hidden connection with a Higher Power? If you want the instant experience, bring
your writing tools along. Benjamin will explore some of the Conversations with God literature as transcribed by Neale
Donald Walsch. Giving testimony to how this material has changed his life over the past 18 years. He will help you in finding
your own conversation with God.
Sunday Council Ring / Amphitheater 11:00p.m. – 12:30p.m. Dream Building – Benjamin Blackett
Experience living into your dreams! Learn the tools to kickstart the life that you would love living!

Saturday Tent A 8:30a.m. – 10:00a.m. Grief and Angels – Rev. Freya Harris
My class is about listening to our hearts and being open to the angels and spirits around us. I have been
hearing spirits since I was a child. At first, it scared me greatly. But after many years and spiritual
teachers, a healthcare background in hospice work and grief counseling, I now see it as a gift that
comes with accepting and understanding. I choose when I hear the spirits. Come and see if I can help
you.
Sunday Side Stage/Main Field 9:00a.m. – 9:45a.m. Sermon – Rev. Freya Harris
Loving ourselves no matter what! We are all trying to go forward making ourselves better every day.
But so many things get in our way, especially ourselves. My sermon this year is about owning up to
being less than perfect, looking at our self-sabotaging habits and asking a few prayers and mediations
to help stop these habits. As always, my sermons are fun and upbeat.
Sunday Tent B 1:00 p.m. – 2:30p.m. – SMART Recovery – Michael J. DiStefano
Michael J. DiStefano is a SMART Recovery Facilitator. He holds a B.A. from Boston University and a Law
Degree from Suffolk University. Years ago, Michael had allowed his life to become diminished through the
abuse of alcohol. He wisely decided to embark on the journey of recovery, knowing full well that sobriety
was the only path to a fuller and richer life. Michael quickly thrived and blossomed under the auspices of
SMART Recovery, by enthusiastically utilizing the tools, tenets, strategies, and wisdom of SMART and its
CBT-based program of recovery. This workshop will touch on the SMART Recovery 4-Point Program:
Building and Maintaining Motivation, Coping with Urges, Managing Thoughts, Feeling, and Behaviors,
Living a Balanced Life.
Saturday Tent B 9:00a.m. – 11:00a.m. – Women’s Healing Workshop – Christine O’Neil
Are you a woman who has struggled with finding your place in the world? Do you have trouble building
trusting loving relationships with yourself and others around you? Do you shy away from women’s
activities and say it’s not for you? Join us as we work together to help you find the places that need
healing and take steps toward building those rewarding relationships. All who identify as women are
welcome, but subject matter is for adults. Christine has been co-chair to a Red Tent, is Reiki Level 1,
and has attended a number of women’s healing workshops.
Saturday Tent A 2:30p.m. – 4:00p.m Working with Angels – Diane Hebert
From calling cards to ah ha moments, your Angles are ready, willing, and able to assist in all areas of life. We will discover
the difference between Guardian Angels and Arch Angels. How they communicate with us and the simplicity of inviting
them to journey with us. Diane Hebert is an Intuitive, Reiki Master and Life Couch. She has a private practice offering
readings and healings.
Saturday Tent B 3:30p.m. – 5:00p.m. Sex, Love & Intimacy – Linda Sherman & Walter Boyle
A sharing session which addresses the similarities and disparities in these concepts. A no holds barred dialogue on
mature subjects. Sometimes humorous, sometimes painful and often times joyful. A safe environment to air all the
emotions that surround these very real issues. Linda and Walter bring their willingness to share openly, bluntly and
honestly about their experiences and lessons on a topic that is for some, difficult to discuss. They have facilitated this
workshop for over a decade and are amazed at how different each one becomes. PLEASE no children.
Saturday Tent A – 10:30a.m. – 12:00p.m. Relapse Prevention – Francisco Rivera
Francisco Rivera completed the Addiction Counselor Education program at Westfield State College in 2008
and has held various counseling positions since. Currently, Mr. Rivera is employed at the Multicultural
Wellness Center where he has been facilitating groups such as Anger Management and Relapse Prevention
since 2012. Mr. Rivera also holds the position of Senior Counselor at the Hector Reyes House where he has
counseled clients since 2009.
Sunday Tent B – 9:00a.m. – 10:30a.m. Anger Management – Francisco Rivera
Francisco Rivera completed the Addiction Counselor Education program at Westfield State College in 2008
and has held various counseling positions since. Currently, Mr. Rivera is employed at the Multicultural
Wellness Center where he has been facilitating groups such as Anger Management and Relapse Prevention
since 2012. Mr. Rivera also holds the position of Senior Counselor at the Hector Reyes House where he has
counseled clients since 2009.

Sunday Tent A 8:30a.m. – 10:00a.m. Get Rid of Your Baggage – Duane Putnam
In this workshop, we will look at the underlying causes of active addiction – baggage. We look at how one in
recovery can explore ways to get rid of the baggage and have a clear conscience moving forward in recovery.
Another way to say this is we look at how we can free ourselves to be ourselves. A journey to discover the real
you. An autonomous you with personality, beliefs, values and purpose. If you struggle with how you are this
workshop is made for you. Don’t miss it. See you there!
Saturday Tent B – 12:30p.m. – 3:00p.m. Astronomy/Astrology Workshop – Paul Hutsteiner
An avid camper from Nashua, New Hampshire, I have a Bachelor’s Degree from the State University of
New York in Albany where I majored in Physics (as well as a second Degree, a BSEET from UMASS) I
have been sober since 1985 and am a past member of the Board of Directors of the Half Moon Sober
Festival. During my studies at the University of New York I did take an Astronomy course as well as
general Physics courses dealing with gravity, light, and newton's laws. But do not worry, the workshop is
not going to be a physics class. I will go over what can be viewed in the night sky during the Festival
weekend, and what cannot: Major Constellations, Planets, some well-known stars. I will go over a very
basic introduction to Astrology and contrast the Two main schools of astrology (Tropical and Sidereal)
My aim is to give you some of the astronomical facts involved in astrology , and let you form your own
opinions, rather than try to prove or disprove anything.
Sunday Tent A – 3:00p.m. – 4:30p.m. Mothers in Recovery – Jeanne Westcott
If you are a mother of children ages birth – age 12, have established 90 days or more of recovery and are
reestablishing yourself in the parenting role, this workshop may help. As mothers, we parent our children
from natural inclination and by the example, positive or negative, that was provided by how we were
parented. Please join a workbook-based, interactive workshop to discuss the pros and cons, problems and
pitfalls of parenting after addiction created an interruption in that process. We are back and our children
deserve our best. Let’s examine ways to do that. Jeanne W. is a teacher, parent and recent published author
currently developing this program for future wide-spread use and possible publication. This workshop is an
introduction. Participants will be asked to complete an evaluation form to further fine-tune the program
details.
Sunday Tent A 4:30p.m. – 6:00p.m. Dream It, Be It! - Jeanne Westcott
A Multi-Media Are Exercise: Sober? Clean? Great! What now?
What do you want to do, be or create to celebrate this awesome experience? Come design a work of art that symbolizes one
or more of your goals! We will use a variety of art materials and utilize both color and texture in this hands-on adult art
experience. Jeanne W. is a teacher and shares her love of art in many forms with both children and adults. She is a strong
believer that recycling, and reusing is the future of the protection of both our planet and our wallets. Much of her art
expressions include recycled materials…. plus, it’s fun!
Saturday – Council Ring / Amphitheater 12:00p.m. – 1:30p.m. Unconditional Love – Faith Montaperto
Come with an open mind and leave with an open heart. Unconditional Love is something every living creature
craves, from the time they are born, until the time they leave this world. Like food, water and air,
Unconditional Love is just another basic human need. This highly interactive workshop is based in the 12 steps
of recovery and facilitated by Artist/Author/Performer and longtime Al - Anon Member Faith Montaperto. For
more information on this artist, please visit http://artshealinghearts.weebly.com
Sunday Tent A 12:30p.m. – 2:00p.m. Helping Others Daily – Morgan Hite
From self-centered to other centered, I am clean and sober and have been for more than a decade. I am a firm believer
in the 12 steps of recovery. The Big Book is the more tried and true method that has saved millions from an agonizing
existence and a certain premature death. I have been demonstrating and sharing clear-cut simple directions from the
Big Book for about 10 years. All 12 steps must be taken, and the foundation is helping others daily. From self-centered
to other centered. The magic that happens while working with others is simply the best! It’s really relapse prevention
101 and immunity from addiction. Come join us.

Sunday Tent B 11:00a.m. – 12:30p.m. ENERGY PLAY II - Body Energetics – Anna Smith
In this fun, interactive workshop we will Play with the sacred energy of the body and learn simple exercises to
support our bodies during our journey of self-transformation. We will learn techniques in grounding, alignment, and
clearing energy blocks at the physical level to enable us to more fully embody our true nature and increase our ability
to experience joy and happiness. We will honor the body as the joyful vessel that is was born to be! Anna Smith
studied energy healing with the School of Conscious Healing, of Sedona, Arizona and is an Intuitive Energy Healer.
She is certified in Integrated Energy Therapy and is a Certified Core Energetics Body Psychotherapist. She currently
serves on the faculty at the Institute of Core Energetics, conducts workshops and groups and has a private practice in
Shrewsbury, MA. Anna embodies a deep loving heart and a living commitment to serve humanity. She holds a
strong, sacred space in assisting others on their transformative path.
Saturday Tent A 4:30p.m. – 6:00p.m. Personal Growth Workshop – Michael Kern
Michael Kern is a Proctor Gallagher Consultant that mentor and coaches people through the teachings and courses of
Bob Proctors. A personal Development Coach/Mentor that takes people by the hand and helps them achieve their goals.
Mike will be discussing Goal Setting, Self-Image, Law of Attraction, and about Proper Mental Diet. Please bring a
notebook and pen as he will be giving detailed instructions of how to get more living out of life. More Health,
Happiness, and Wealth.
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